
SAWYER
FOREST

The process from tree to lumber is still very much the same as centuries ago, a 
log enters one end of the sawmill and dimensions of timber exit the other. This 
timber becomes the building blocks of the analogue archive. It all starts from 
within the forest, the first pine tree is carefully selected for harvest before any 
machinery or apparatus makes contact with the bark. The lumber worker over 
time has accumulated vast experience and an eye for nature, they begin to work 
off of instinct. The next stage is to fell the tree and buck it, the process of cutting 
the felled tree into more manageable logs. After limbing, the removal of branches, 
and debarking, the felled logs arrive for processing at the sawmill. The craftsman 
further eyes the material and sorts them for end use, dimensional lumber, 
plywood or even woodchips, it is at this stage that ideas start to be envisioned. [31] 

LUMBER

The logs roll in on the mill where they are sawn into four sided timber, the 
occupational term for such work is a sawyer. Here the lumber worker sees through 
the process homogenously from raw to finished timber, furthermore they begin 
to initiate the structure that will set in motion the architecture for the analogue 
archive. Seasoning the lumber reduces moisture content before use, this is very 
much dependant on the destined use and quality of material. Lumber, or timber, 
is traditionally air dried however modernised methods involving kilns have also 
been developed. [32] Engaging in the traditional way of air drying timber provides 
an opportunity to initiate an architectural entity. The lumber in 200mm square 
dimensions is stacked resting on 45mm square divisions for storage and drying. 
The walls that emerge encase the sawmill as a workspace in its own right.

section, sawyer / lumber
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plan, sawyer / lumber
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CARPENTER
STRUCTURE

The carpenter possesses skills that are perhaps most prevalent with the public’s 
general perception of what craftsmanship is, it is very much working with raw 
materials in a tactile manner. As it may be their hands are possibly the most useful 
apparatus, either handling dimensions of timer or more advanced machinery. The 
carpenter and the lumber worker have a close relationship, they interdepend on 
one another for resources and material, and very much need to work in sequence. 

The introduction of the carpenter means that they must conform to an analogue 
way of working and introduce themselves from what is already there, the stacked 
timber that has built up a space for the sawmill to operate. As the timber is being 
stacked into carefully formed walls under the watchful eye of both the lumber 
worker and the architect, the carpenter simultaneously begins to feed themselves 
in. Using dimensions of timber fresh from the sawmill they begin to introduce 
a structure in and around the existing stacked timber. Somewhat of a scaffold 
system that will start to form the wider structure of the archive and allow 
individual craft spaces to emerge. The first challenge between craftspeople is also 
introduced, feeding structural elements and beams through the existing stacked 
wall structure such that a self-supporting structure emerges. At this stage there 
is no use of screws or nails, purely relying upon the carpenters skill in joinery and 
the material they are presented with. Exception is made to ensure the stacked 
timber remains as one, as with Zumthor’s Swiss Pavilion, metal cables are used in 
tension to compress the timber and give it structural rigidity.      

section, carpenter / structure
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plan, carpenter / structure
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WRIGHT
BOAT BUILDING

Boat building is a craft that is very much still alive in Sweden, 
the tradition and skill continues to be carried down through 
generations and forms an incumbent part of heritage to 
the country’s archipelago. It is one of the oldest branches 
of engineering, concerning the construction of hulls, masts 
and rigging. It is paramount that the structural properties are 
finely tunes and crafted. 

‘Wright’ derives itself from the old English term ‘wryhta’ or 
wyrhta’ [34], meaning worker or shaper of wood. Later becoming 
a common occupational worker, such as shipwright, someone 
who builds boats, or wheel wright, someone who builds and 
repairs wheels. Ironically the term ‘carpentier’ [34], now known 
as carpenter, was introduced during the middle ages and has 
taken over the occupational title. However in the instance of 
the analogue archive the boat builder introduces themselves 
in parallel to the carpenter. 

The boat builder, or wright, introduces skills in engineering 
and forming wood. Lamination techniques are introduced 
and together with the carpenter, lumber worker and the 
architect, a set of beams are introduced to span the volumes 
of the archive that are starting to emerge. These vast spans 
of up to 20 metres or more require substantial glue laminated 
timber beams of 1 metre in depth. The advantage here is that 
they are very much thought of, drawn up, sourced and built 
in-situ, not just in locality but from the collective of skilled 
minds that are occupying the archive. This very much 
demonstrates the embodied nature of the craftspeople, their 
analogue knowledges and the architecture within which 
they dwell. 
   
    

section, wright / boat building
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plan, wright / boat building
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SMITH
METAL WORK

The smith exhibits their skill and ability to work with and 
transform metal. In the traditional crafted sense a metalsmith 
is often referenced as a blacksmith, coppersmith, goldsmith, 
silversmith or tinsmith. The term ‘smith’ itself derives from 
old English ‘smiþ’, meaning one who works in metal, and is 
related to the word ‘smitan’, meaning to smite or strike. [35] A 
reference to the toil and enduring effort required in applying 
this facet of knowledge.

The boat builder introduced earlier works simultaneously 
with the carpenter to develop a roof structure that spans the 
series of voids for the archive. In collaboration with the other 
craftspeople, the smith introduces a rolled zinc layer to the 
outer roof to begin waterproofing the archive. The obscure 
angular roofs inclined in irregular directions requires in-situ 
bespoke input. solutions. Furthermore they work to advance 
their own knowledge by introducing their own solutions 
to demanding and meticulous details. Details that work to 
minimise the use of obtrusive standing seams and integrate 
discreet and concealed drainage systems. Furthermore the 
introduction of another material requires comprehensive 
discussion (through testing and enacting) in-situ between all 
craftspeople.

MASON
STONE & BRICK

The meaning of mason derives from old terms ranging 
between maker, builder, chisel or sledgehammer. [38]  They all 
correlate in the working with stone or brick material, either 
in occupation to build or prepare it for building purposes. The 
wide variety in which pieces of masonry can be assorted 
and arranged allows for a range of spatial configurations. 
Throughout history and still today, bricklaying for 
example has consisted primarily as following a repetitive, 
predetermined arrangement of blocks in a regimented 
pattern. By experimenting the patterning of the material, the 
use of one single type of component can create awe inspiring 
and powerful effects. 

In the analogue archive a series of thresholds are created 
as intermediary spaces between craftspeople and their 
workshops. It is a space to relax, reflect, and share knowledge, 
an intermediary not only between physical spaces but 
an opportunity to cross knowledge. These intermediary 
thresholds consist of smaller volumes that are more 
comfortable and hunkered down in relation to the craft 
spaces. As such brick is chosen as a construction material 
not only to introduce further interaction of craft but to enforce 
the desired heavy and secure feeling of the architecture. 
Furthermore the mason uses their occupation within the 
archive to experiment and further their knowledge through 
making, testing and acting much like Aalto’s experimental 
house. They can chisel, fire and construct prototypes within 
their space as well as combining skills with others in the 
archive in constructing the brick facades. In contrast to typical 
masonry, the bricks in this instance are laid at a 45 degree 
angle as opposed to horizontally. This introduces challenges 
in structure, construction and solutions to junctions, new 
ideas are constantly being tested, and knowledge exercised.
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BÉTON
CONCRETE LAB

Béton Brut is a French term meaning raw concrete, it is used to describe 
architectural surfaces that are formed of the material, usually unfinished and 
exposed after the casting process. As such the final surface often shows an 
impression of the formwork used to cast the concrete, this is very often deliberate 
to create texture and patterns for either aesthetic or tactile character. It came 
through in the brutalist architecture movement in the 1950’s and 1960’s and 
became very popular in institutional buildings such as the Hubert H. Humphrey 
building in Washington D.C. The exposure of such large amounts of concrete gave 
a heavy and dominant presence, somewhat representing the character of what 
was often a Governmental organisation. [36]

Brutalism does not particularly generate a light, open and welcoming environment 
when contrasted to its predecessor, early 20th century modernism. However the 
use of concrete as a material in architecture has been pioneered by so many 
architects worldwide and a variety of impressive designs have been realised. 

The analogue archive presents the opportunity for a skilled worker in concrete to 
further their knowledge and challenge it in the form of a laboratory. As a laboratory 
the craftsperson experiments in the forming of concrete in collaboration with 
the resources and other craftspeople already present within the archive. The 
crossing of skills and materiality in the creation of the archive itself means that 
new and untested methods may emerge. The concrete specialist here works in 
tandem with the carpenter and wright in particular, they collaborate to construct 
the formwork for the concrete walls of which will also then take the load of the 
glue laminated roof beams. This is very much working in contrast to the norm in 
construction as the roof structure here is already in place and the pouring of the 
concrete is introduced at a later stage.

There are significant advantages that this craftsperson contributes to the archive. 
Firstly it is the experimental nature of the construction phasing, with an added 
materiality that is for the sake of the archive itself. It will allow a wider opportunity 
and a need to collaborate a wider spectrum of knowledge into resolving details. 
Here complications actually benefit the premise of the archive as details emerge 
that will require testing and enacting in-situ. 

Secondly the use of concrete introduces impressive strength and formability 
with almost endless possibilities. It holds the properties required to take the loads 
of the structure that is being built up. 

Lastly and most importantly is the in-situ requirement with a live element of 
interaction, the formwork and pouring must work in harmony. This can be seen 
as an embodying of the process of a collaboration of crafts in conjunction with 
creating something of enhanced character. The vertical shuttering in this instance 
impregnates an impression of the timber formwork, a reference to the lumber 
worker, carpenter and wright. Architecturally this added texture references 
dimensions of other elements of the building therefore tying it in holistically. It 
further softens an otherwise heavy material. 
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  scale:  1 : 10

01  200/200 mm square profile timber members, cut to  
  2400 mm lengths or as specified by sawyer in-situ,  
  stacked three abreast, wood type to be specified   
  and selected by sawyer as per availability    
  and suitability.  
  45 mm timber spacers between 200/200 square   
  profile timber members, wood type to be specified  
  and selected by sawyer as per availability    
  and suitability. 

02  3 mm cold-formed steel beam, resting on    
  protective spacers,  crafted by smith as per    
  specifications from sawyer.

03  steel tension cable, as specified between smith   
  and sawyer.
  retension spring connecting to cold-formed steel   
  beam, as specified and crafted by smith.

vertical elevation, stacked timber
scale 1 : 10

horizontal plan, stacked timber
scale 1 : 10

vertical section, stacked timber
scale 1 : 10
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VEIL
CARPENTER, MASON, SMITH

vertical section, timber veil / walkway
scale 1 : 10

horizontal section, timber veil / masonry wall junction
scale 1 : 10

vertical elevation, timber veil
scale 1 : 10

07  Flashing detail to match all other metal    
  components as specified by smith. 

08  medium course gravel layer under walkway.

  scale:  1 : 10

01  brick facade:
  225/112.5/32.5 mm brick, colour and material    
  specification TBC in-situ by mason, brick course   
  laid at 45 degrees unless otherwise stated,    
  reinforcment in course where necessary.
  40 mm air cavity.
  2x 100 mm EPS rigid insulation.      
  breathable damp proof membrane.
  312.5 mm reinforced concrete, cast in-situ.    
  2x 12.5 mm plasterboard, or other internal finish   
  as specified between retrospective craftspeople.

02  veil facade:
  35/120 mm vertical timber members, Ø 100 mm,   
  timber to  be specified by sawyer and carpenter as  
  per suitability and availability.
  3 mm annodised alluminium brackets, spaced   
  vertically Ø 750 mm, to smith’s specifications.
  3 mm annodised alluminium flitch plate bracket,   
  standing on base beam, vertical timber members   
  to be fixed 90 mm above.

03  walkway:
  35/95 mm timber boards sitting on resting    
  spacers, timber to be specified by sawyer and   
  carpenter as per suitability and availability.
  45/70 mm timber beam, parallel to walkway.
  180 mm deep concrete strip foundation.

04  door construction:
  5-10 mm annodised alluminium outer protection   
  to match surround or as otherwise specified    
  by smith.
  25 mm plywood, fire-resisting.
  75 mm rigid thermal insulation.
  25 mm plywood, fire-resisting.
  ≈ 10 mm internal surface to match internal finish   
  or as other wise specified by retrospective    
  craftspeople.  

05  5-10 mm annodised alluminium door surround or  
  as otherwise specified by smith, built in drip    
  detail.

06  Exterior drainage channel, 450 mm width, filled   
  with medium/large course gravel as speciified by   
  mason.
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  scale:  1 : 10

01  roof construction:
  3mm annodised alluminium sheeting with    
  reverse standing seams to form 30 mm channels,  
  Ø 450 mm.
  supporting structure:
  90/290 mm timber joists, Ø 750 mm on     
  200/1000 mm glue laminated beams, timber to   
  be specified by sawyer as per suitability and    
  availability.
  waterproofing membrane layer.
  50 mm rigid thermal insulation.
  25 mm plywood, fire-resisting.
  2x 100 mm EPS rigid insulation, between    
  breathable damp proof membrane.
  25 mm plywood, fire-resisting.

02  formed suspended ceiling:
  12.5 mm plywood.
  45 mm supporting timber members.
  25 mm plywood backing, formed to follow    
  suspended ceiling.
  ≈ 25 mm finished internal surface formed to    
  follow suspended ceiling, TBC on site by wright.

03  rooflight glazing, oversized for frameless opening:
  2x 19 mm laminated safety glass, tempered.
  16 mm cavity.
  6 mm glass, tempered.
  16 mm cavity.
  6 mm glass, tempered.

04  140 mm concrete facade, cast in-situ, finished   
  texture to display timber shuttering, 200 mm   
  shuttering or as specified between béton and   
  carpenter.
  2x 100 mm EPS rigid insulation, between    
  breathable damp proof membrane.
  350 mm reinforced concrete, cast in-situ, internal  
  finish as specified between béton and     
  restrospective craftspeople.

05  90/290 mm timber joists, Ø 750 mm between   
  200/1000 mm glue laminated beams, timber to   
  be specified by sawyer as per suitability and    
  availability.

06  50 mm thermal insulation to glazing.

07  55 mm frameless shadow gap detail.

08  150/100 mm drainage gutter along leading edge of  
  rooflight.

09  timber supports, as specified by carpenter in-situ.

10  drip detail, crafted by smith as per in-situ    
  conditions.

11  3 mm annodised alluminium sheeting with    
  reverse standing seams to form 30 mm channels,  
  Ø 450 mm.

    

vertical section, rooflight / suspended ceiling junction
scale 1 : 10

vertical section, rooflight / concrete wall junction
scale 1 : 10

horizontal plan, rooflight / roof
scale 1 : 10
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THRESHOLD
BÉTON, MASON

vertical section, concrete wall / masonry roof junction
scale 1 : 10

vertical section, concrete wall / masonry roof junction
scale 1 : 10

vertical section, concrete wall / roof junction
scale 1 : 10

  scale:  1 : 10

01  roof construction:
  3mm annodised alluminium sheeting with    
  reverse standing seams to form 30 mm channels,  
  Ø 450 mm.
  supporting structure:
  90/290 mm timber joists, Ø 750 mm on 
  200/1000 mm glue laminated beams, timber to   
  be specified by sawyer as per suitability and    
  availability.
  waterproofing membrane layer.
  50 mm rigid thermal insulation.
  25 mm plywood, fire-resisting.
  2x 100 mm EPS rigid insulation, between    
  breathable damp proof membrane.
  25 mm plywood, fire-resisting.
  90/240 mm timber joists, Ø 750 mm between   
  200/1000 mm glue laminated beams, timber to   
  be specified by sawyer as per suitability and    
  availability.
  45 mm accoustic insulation.
  25 mm plywood, fire-resisting.
  ≈ 12.5 mm plywood internal finish or as other wise  
  specified by retrospective craftspeople.

02  140 mm concrete facade, cast in-situ, finished   
  texture to display timber shuttering, 200 mm   
  shuttering or as specified between béton and   
  carpenter.
  2x 100 mm EPS rigid insulation, between    
  breathable damp proof membrane.
  350 mm reinforced concrete, cast in-situ, internal  
  finish as specified between béton and     
  restrospective craftspeople.

03  masonry roof construction:
  225/112.5/32.5 mm brick, colour and material  
  specification TBC in-situ by mason, brick course   
  laid at 45 degrees unless otherwise stated,    
  reinforcment in course where necessary.
  bituminous sealing layer.
  waterproofing membrane layer.
  12.5 mm OSB board.
  2x 100 mm EPS rigid insulation.      
  breathable damp proof membrane.
  300 mm reinforced concrete, cast in-situ.    
  30/30 mm square profile timber perlins, Ø 250 mm. 
  2x 12.5 mm plasterboard, or other internal finish   
  as specified between retrospective craftspeople.

04  sliding partition door construction:
  ≈ 12.5 mm surface to match internal finishes or as  
  other wise specified by retrospective craftspeople.
  25 mm plywood, fire-resisting.
  75 mm rigid accoustic insulation.
  25 mm plywood, fire-resisting.
  ≈ 12.5 mm surface to match internal finishes or as  
  other wise specified by retrospective craftspeople.

05  200/1000 mm glue laminated beam.

06  225/250 mm drainage gutter, integrated into sheet  
  roof material, as specified by smith.

07  timber supports, as specified by carpenter in-situ.

08  drip detail, crafted by smith as per in-situ    
  conditions.

09  shadow gap detail.

10  accoustic insulation.

11  sliding door track.

12  lighting track.
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STONE & BRICK
BÉTON, MASON

vertical section, masonry wall / ground junction
scale 1 : 10

vertical elevation, masonry wall
scale 1 : 10

vertical section, masonry wall / roof junction
scale 1 : 10

05  5-10 mm annodised alluminium window surround  
  or as otherwise specified by smith, built in drip   
  detail.

06  150/150 mm drainage gutter, below brick course,   
  formed sheet metal, as specified by smith.

07  timber boxing around in-set window frame as   
  determined by carpenter in-situ.

08  shadow gap detail.

09  lighting track.

10  service void for trench radiator, cables and other   
  miscellaneous services.
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01  brick facade:
  225/112.5/32.5 mm brick, colour and material    
  specification TBC in-situ by mason, brick course   
  laid at 45 degrees unless otherwise stated,    
  reinforcment in course where necessary.
  40 mm air cavity.
  2x 100 mm EPS rigid insulation.      
  breathable damp proof membrane.
  312.5 mm reinforced concrete, cast in-situ.    
  2x 12.5 mm plasterboard, or other internal finish   
  as specified between retrospective craftspeople.

02  masonry roof construction:
  225/112.5/32.5 mm brick, colour and material  
  specification TBC in-situ by mason, brick course   
  laid at 45 degrees unless otherwise stated,    
  reinforcment in course where necessary.
  bituminous sealing layer.
  waterproofing membrane layer.
  12.5 mm OSB board.
  2x 100 mm EPS rigid insulation.      
  breathable damp proof membrane.
  300 mm reinforced concrete, cast in-situ.    
  30/30 mm square profile timber perlins, Ø 250 mm. 
  2x 12.5 mm plasterboard, or other internal finish   
  as specified between retrospective craftspeople.

03  frameless glazing:
  19 mm safety glass, tempered.
  16 mm cavity.
  6 mm glass, tempered.
  16 mm cavity.
  6 mm glass, tempered.

04  floor construction:
  ≈ 25 mm floor finnish, TBC in-situ between    
  retrospective craftspeople.
  underlay layer.
  75 mm concrete screed with edge insulation,   
  underfloor heating cast in slab.
  separating layer.
  100 mm EPS rigid insulation.
  550 mm reinforced concrete slab, cast in-situ to   
  béton specialist specifications.
  waterproofing membrane layer.
  200 mm XPS rigid insulation.
  225 mm anti-heave material.
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